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You are the only thing that stops the pain. You are mine. And I am yours.After being captured by

demons, Selma attends her own auction, where one hundred and fifty Demon Lords are waiting to

claim herâ€”roughly and publicly.After once again having to undergo the twisted Dr. Hersheyâ€™s

special brand of examination, Selma has lost all hope of ever being free from the monsters

clamoring to possess her.â€¦ Until the only Demon Lord whoâ€™s sworn to never claim a woman of

his own enters the arena to fight for the right to call her his.Fifth part of the serial Demon's

Mark.Contains darkly erotic scenes and demons who like to play rough. Not for the faint-hearted.
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Great balls of fire! Claimed (Demon's Mark 5) is the fifth installment of the amazing new serial by

Nora Ash. This just gets better and better! Oh my! I was totally and completely spellbound from

beginning to end. The story is exciting, original, dark, powerful, addictive, compelling, thrilling,

riveting, arousing and sexy. The dialog is smart, well written and flows smoothly. The characters are

imaginative, fascinating and intriguing. I absolutely love it. As a child, everyone thought Selma's

strange behavior was just a result of a child's overactive imagination but as Selma grew older and



the "hallucinations" continued, her parents worried that she may be mentally ill. She was bounced

from one doctor and mental facility to another until she finally realized she must lie to everyone and

pretend she didn't see the monsters that seemed to leer at her and follow her everywhere. And for

years, she managed to hide it well until she was viciously attacked by them. Now at almost 30 years

old, she felt alone, desolate, defeated and very afraid and as a last resort, admitted herself for

treatment at Ravenswood House. Little did she know that the monsters she saw were very real and

that her new doctor, Martin Hershey was actually a monster himself and had so much more in store

for his lovely new patient than just psychiatric therapy. Now he wants her for himself and no matter

the consequence, he's determined to have his little breeder. But Kain, Lord Protector, realizes that

he has betrayed the trust that the lovely Selma has placed in him and will do anything to claim and

free her. But will he be able to let her go? Selma has been branded, humiliated, chased, assaulted,

betrayed and captured. Will she ever be able to escape her "demons" or will one demon be her

salvation? Oh my! I couldn't turn the pages fast enough! So deliciously dark and delightfully wicked!

I loved it!

Very well written series, and hot, hot, hot. I'm actually not looking for much plot when reading erotica

- the author gives just enough story to tie it all together, gives us a reason to care about the

characters, and even gives you a reason to sympathize with the "bad guy." Lovely bits of kinkiness

abound. Kind of expensive to read the whole series, though. I got the first one free and was hooked,

so well done, Ms. Ash.

Selma and Kain have now met but what if she is taken and by whom will Kain fight for her or let her

go .Selma who comes across someone she never thought she'd ever see again . He threatens her

as to whom does this well if you have read the prior books you should know . those who have not

well you need to read the prior books before reading this due to skipping a great deal of info . Has

Marathin given up on searching for Selma after she had run away . or will he find her and reclaim

her . and if Kain lets her go will he realize she was born to be his and no one elses .this is part of the

box set series . and from ROMANCEARC given in exchange for a honest review .

Wow! The storyline gets better... I was going to wait for the author to finish the series.... am glad I

didn't! Book 5 was absolutely great. Can't wait for the next few books. Claimed was great as it

explored more of Selma's character with Kain, and Dr Hershey - and the definite PLUS... the

steaming HOT sex scenes!!!!



OMG I loved this book! Right now I think it's my fave of them all! Well until the n cut one! Lol Salam

gets put in the auction, but what happens before hand is just crazy, scary and releasing. Kain can't

stand that Salma has been taken from him to be sold at the auction and he doesn't want her to end

up like his mother! So many things happen in this book I can't stress enough how much you need to

read this series! Nora I need the next book like yesterday! Lol it is truly amazing and I'm so hooked

that I can't get enough!

The author is a great writer -- no doubt. I simply didn't like the direction of the books. It didn't get to

that point of no return, (from going dark to turning to mushy romance) but I was turned off by Kain's

character. I liked Dr. Hershey best. I won't read the last book because I don't want to be

disappointed. I gave it three stars to be fair.

This book was absolutely amazing. It has everything I wanted and more in a book. The sex was

powerful, passionate and just beyond words. I highly recommend this book.
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